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Rural Healthcare has never been stable, economical or fully effective. The conventional model of
rural health is clearly broken and requires reinvention. Althing has the new and only proven model
that proactively and universally reaches rural communities with qualified, inclusive and effective
health services.
Leveraging the only qualified and medical grade engagement solution, Phrazer/Kitsune, Althing is
centering community care at the school districts. In district, Phrazer/Kitsune systems provide health
service to students and staff. From district, students take Phrazer/Kitsune home where qualified
health services are provided to families in all languages, literacies and cultures to proactively bring
clinical services proactively. Expanding out from that solid foundation the local employers are
provided systems to reach their staff, again in all demographies. The services provided are supported
by insurance and most medical interventions are either free or less than $50 and include a provider,
prescriptions and record interchange with primary care providers. To complete the special model
service, Althing partners with cities to embed physical clinical locations that are owned by the
community and managed by Althing on a 5 year concessions basis; ensuring long term clinical
viability. Althing has also established a placement contract with the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities to embed clinical services for the community, throughout the extensive campus network
in the state. The first model community and clinic example can be see in Austin Minnesota and at
Riverland College.
About Althing LLC.
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Althing is a Minnesota based community services provider with special focus on community health access, education and
economic development through modernized service platforms. Althing employs the Phrazer/Kitsune® platform to provide
community engagement in any language, literacy, gender and culture. Althing provides proactive mobile health,
Community Clinics, education and workforce services that are inclusive, community centric and locally managed. In a
recent groundbreaking achievement Althing solutions provided the rst ever complete, affordable and effective health
services, with realtime provider access, to students between 12 and 18 years of age in a key Minnesota school district.
This milestone achievement sets the standard for identifying and mitigating the rising health concerns of today’s students.

